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individLuils For their suggestions and
support throughout the organization of
this exhibition—to portray this project as
anything other than collaborative would be
misleading. Katharine j. Watson, the direc-
tor of the Bowdoin College Museum of Art,
has wholeheartetlly encouraged my explo-
ration of ideas that encompass both art and
science. Professors John McKee and Linda
J. Dochcrty have generously offered their
time, energy, ideas, and friendship through-
out the course of this endeavor. Professors
Clifton C. Olds and Mark C. Wethli posited
several ideas important to the formation of
the project. Insightful comments and sugges-
tions have also been made by members of
the studio art, art history, chemistry,
English, and physics faculties. Additionally,
members of the museum staff—Suzanne K.
Bergeron, Chake K. Higgison V8, Mattie
Kelley, Jose L. Ribas '76, Peter D.
DeStaebler '93, and Victoria B. Wilson
—
have been both helpful and patient. I
would also like to thank Susan L. Ransom
for her thoughtful editing of this text,
Michael W. Mahan '73 for his creative
design of this brochure, and Dennis Griggs
for his photography of the works repro-
duced herein. Finally, I am most indebted
to the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation,
whose generosity has made possible this
internship and exhibition.
Justin G. Schuetz '94
Andrew W. Mellon Curatorial Intern
INTRODUCTION
In
the spring of 1995, the Andrew W.
Mellon Foundation renewed a major
grant to the Bowdoin College Museum of
Art, the goal of which is the use of the art
collections in teaching at the College. For
three years, the grant had funded the annual
appointment of a curatorial intern who
focused on one medium
—
prints, pho-
tographs, or drawings—and who assisted
professors teaching that medium in studio
and art history courses. The intern was also
responsible for a related exhibition, drawn
primarily from the museum's collection, and
for educational programming and acquisi-
tions for the art collection and library.
Although in the renewed grant, the
curatorial intern remains a major part of
the project, and the intern's responsibilities
are much the same, the focus, rather than
on the arts alone, is cross-curricular use of
the collections with guidance from the art
faculty.
To initiate this phase of the Mellon
program, Justin G. Schuetz, a member of
the Bowdoin Class of 1994, was selected as
the fourth Mellon Curatorial Intern. Mr.
Schuetz is both an artist, working in pho-
tography, and a scientist, who majored in
biology and studio art with a special interest
in ornithology. Because of his diverse inter-
ests, he has been able to reach out to the
campus; in response to his letters of inquiry,
faculty members from biology, sociology,
and computer science as well as the humani-
ties have tapped into the didactic potential
of the museum's collections. As teaching
assistant for the seminar Art in Context, he
joined Associate Professor of Art History
Linda Docherty and eleven students in
exploring multiple ways of looking at works
of art reflective of the theoretical issues and
intellectual controversy in the fields of art
history and museum work today. Their
experimentation has resulted in a major
gallery installation with a published cata-
logue at the Museum of Art scheduled
simultaneously with this project. Mr.
Schuetz also assisted Associate Professor of
Art History Susan E. Wegner with her semi-
nar entitled Women Patrons and Painters.
Early in his internship, Justin Schuetz
selected the topic of chaos theory for
research. The principles of this new area
of investigation have encouraged him to ques-
tion definitions of order and disorder. For
his exhibition. Certain Uncertainties: Chaos
and the Human Experience, Mr. Schuetz
selected thirty-one works, mostly contempo-
rary, which indicated to him that the artist
and scientist see the world in similiar ways,
confront similiar problems of perception and
conception, and have closer affinities than are
recognized by them or by the viewers of art.
The challenge that Justin Schuetz faced in
realizing this project was considerable. Not
only was he trying to bring together fields
commonly perceived as being at great dis-
tance from each other, but he was attempting
something for which he had limited precedent
and few guidelines. The experiment has been
a success. His achievement in the exhibition
will be readily apparent to the viewer and ful-
fills precisely the goals of the Mellon grant.
On behalf of the Museum of Art, I wish to
express my gratitude to the Andrew W.
Mellon Foundation which has given essential
support to Justin G. Schuetz and created by
its generosity ample room for innovation and
risk-taking. I am also appreciative of Mr.





We live in a constellation
Ofpatches and pitches,
Not in a single world,
In things said well in music.
On the piano, and in speech,
As in a page ofpoetry—
Thinkers without final thoughts
In an always incipient cosmos,
,
Thp v\^ay, when we climb a mountain,
,
Digitized by tne internet Archive
Vermont throws itself together.
in 2015
—Wallace Stevens
I loiii Oj>i4s Posthumous by Wallace Stevens
© 1957 by Elsie Stevens and Holly Stevens




Chaos and the Human Experience
Art and science see










Over the last hundred years scientists
have observed the physical world
with increasingly sophisticated tools.
Previously unknown relationships have
emerged as advances in technology have
enhanced our understanding of the cosmos.
Computers, in particular, have affected con-
ceptions of the universe by augmenting our
ability to gather and interpret data that
describe naturally occurring patterns. Now,
at the push of a button or the click of a
mouse, computers scan vast quantities of
information, searching for relationships or
anomalies beyond the reach of immediate
human perception. One result of this investi-
gation has been the rethinking of our con-
ceptions of order and disorder.
The young science of chaos, which is
wholly dependent upon computer tech-
nology, asserts that orderly arrangements
often lurk just beneath the surface of sys-
tems that seem disorderly. Chaos scientists
argue—with the help of computers—that
apparently random events, such as the drip-
ping of a leaky faucet, often display
patterned behavior and can, in some cases,
be described by just a few principles and
equations. What was once unintelligible has
become intellectually accessible. And as the
natural world is scrutinized ever more care-
fully, the once distinct boundary between
order and disorder becomes increasingly
faint and ambiguous.
Whether consciously or unconsciously,
artists too have explored the subtle and
complex relationships between order and
disorder. Throughout the twentieth century,
the general tendency toward abstraction has
liberated artists from the tradition of visual
narration, for example, of religious or his-
torical events. By emphasizing formal rela-
tionships, much of this century's art defers
specific interpretation and instead suggests a
variety of conceptual readings. The MARKS
AND SHAPES that compose a work
frequently test the boundaries between order
and disorder, as do the PERSPECTIVE
depicted within a scene and the SUBJECT
MATTER represented. These elements, each
important to the interpretation of a work,
provide an arena in which the ambiguous
relationships between order and disorder
can be visually explored.
Jasper Johns, Numeral S, 1975 © 1996 Jasper
Johns/Licensed by VAGA, New York, NY
MARKS AND SHAPES The tension
between order and disorder is frequently
addressed within the context of mark-
making. By their nature, some marks
indicate a mathematical precision and
premeditation, whereas others avoid pre-
dictability and organization. Relationships
between order and disorder are often
revealed as artists explore the potential of
lines, scratches, dots, and squiggles to bear
a variety of associations.
In the etching Numeral 8, Jasper Johns
explores the expressive potential of line and
shape. The definitive form of the figure "8"
and the undulating gray field trace intellec-
tual conceptions of order and disorder.
Through a succinctly executed series of
marks, the artist communicates a profound
tension between the rationality of a mathe-
matical numeral and the unintelligibility of
a gray sea. In doing so he also invites debate
on the essential source of order. It is unclear
whether the universe is ordered, requiring
only an astute viewer to perceive it, or alter-
natively, whether order is generated wholly
within the human mind, imposing itself
willy-nilly upon the universe. In this case,
the "8" could be conceived of in two ways,
either surveyed within the confusing gray
field or built on top of it. The interpenetra-
tion of the numeral and the ground
obscures a definiti\e intei prcr.uion.
You believe in a
God who plays dice,
and I in complete
law and order.
—Albert Einstein '
















Barry Le Va engages ideas of order and
disorder by filling a ruled piece of paper
with a seemingly unruly group of subjects.
Dots, lines, delicate shades of graphite, and
angular shapes are strewn across "Two" —
Glass & Felt & Alttiu, apparently disassoci-
ated from the orderly grid beneath them.
The regularity of the perfect horizontals and
verticals is continuously interrupted by the
broken forms that seem to be dropped hap-
hazardly upon the page.
It is surprising, then, that the positioning
of the shapes was premeditated, or at least
the process by which they eventually found
their place was premeditated. The work is,
in fact, a preparatory drawing for a large
installation piece in which felt, glass, and
aluminum are placed throughout a room
—
implicitly, the grid—according to the design
of the sketch, hi spite of the apparent disor-
der of its constituent forms, the drawing is
an essential component of a methodic cre-
ative process.
The forms and lines in Louisa Chase's
Face to Face series, like those in the Le Va
Barry Le Va, "Two" — Glass & Fell & Alum, ISi(S7-6S
© 1967-68 hy Barry l.e Va
drawing, do not immediately suggest a sense
of order. Rather, in each of the three etch-
ings, the artist challenges us to distill struc-
ture from aggregations of chaotic scratches.
Visual fragments are left to be assimilated
and organized by the mind's eye. In each of
the prints, a human presence is intimated by
just a small number of cues. And as we
attempt to reconcile our perception of errat-
ic marks with our conception of what they
represent, gestural ellipses become faces sus-
pended within a field, tightly drawn lines
become eyes. The words "face to face,"
which appear faintly in two of the images,
further suggest an order within each set of
scrawls.
Chase solidifies an order among the
images as well. The red, blue, and yellow
tints, rolled onto the surface of the prints,
form a cohesive triad of color. Each image,
bearing one of the primary colors, is essen-
tial for completing the chromatic spectrum.
A sense of closure accompanies such an















Louisa Chase, from the Face to Face series, 1985
© 1985 by Louisa Chase
Louisa Chase, from the Face to Face scries, 1985
© 1985 by Louisa Chase
PERSPECTIVE Just as types of marks
and other formal components acquire
associations with order and disorder, so do
methods of seeing. Because we experience
our surroundings more or less on the same
terms every day, we become familiar with
their appearances. For those of us who are
accustomed to viewing the world from a
fixed perspective, the distance at which
objects are encountered and their relative
sizes are important factors in developing
our visualization of the world and its repre-
sentations. These expectations constitute a
system, or order, of perception which acts
as a template for viewing the environment.
By manipulating factors that have formed
this template, artists explore the tension
between expectation and actuality, order
and disorder.
Though clearly grounded in the reality of
an urban scene, Wayne Thiebaud's drypoint
Wide Downstreet departs from the normal
order of visual experience. Identifiable
pieces of the San Francisco landscape such
as the telephone pole, the street light, and
the cars are pasted on the page in violation
of predicted perspective. By separating the
image of the scene from the reality it repre-
sents, Thiebaud chooses to snub our expec-
tations of a real space. The road is flat upon
the page as if it were a wall and buildings
float strangely, without foundations, over
the surface of the print. Our conventional
system of seeing is further challenged by the
minute landscape images that puncture the
image's surface, opening windows into
alternative worlds.
In photography, spatial relationships and
visual information are recorded with an
optical certainty similar to—but not
identical with—that of our own perception.
Consequently, our expectation is that
photographs present reality in a manner
consistent with our own impression of
objects and spaces. It is disconcerting, there-
fore, when a photographic image eludes
immediate identification. Water Pouring
Out of a Pot, a photograph by Abelardo
Morell, does just that by eliminating an
instantly recognizable environment from the
image. There are very few cues as to the
nature of the space, or indeed the scale of
the objects depicted. Details offered by the
luisa t base, from the Face to Itice series, |4,Ss
© 1985 bv Louisa c:hase
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The order that our
mind imagines is








if it was useful, it
was meaningless.
—Umherto Eco
Wayne Thiebaud, Wide Downstreet, 1985
© 1985 by Wayne Thiebaud
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John Pfahl, .Sa Oniiii^cs. 1975
© 1975 by John Pfahl






camera's "objective" lens present tantalizing
bits of reality but resist an immediate visual-
ization of the scene. We are suspended in a
chaotic viewing experience until we realize
that the small kitchen pot and the flowing
water are just a few inches away from the
camera's lens, and our own eye.
In the photograph Six Oranges, John
Pfahl subverts an orderly system of visual-
ization by another means. In our conven-
tional system of perspective, objects pre-
sumed to be of comparable size will appear
smaller if more distant. However, in this
image—one of his Altered Landscapes—the
artist negates this expectation by placing
larger oranges progressively further down a
path; thus our presumption of comparable
size is in conflict with our perception of dis-
tance. By arranging the oranges in this
manner Pfahl corrupts our typical mode of
seeing in a three-dimensional world and
offers an alternative. The photograph is no
longer just a window through which a scene
unfolds; it becomes a two-dimensional
surface on which six orange circles, poised
in a sky of green and brown, coalesce to
form a constellation. By manipulating the
environment to produce such visual anom-
alies, Pfahl questions the role that human
concepts play in defining order.
SUBJECT MATTER Most human endeavors,
being the product of directed thought and
activity, inevitably influence the spaces in
which they take place. Sculpture, agriculture,
and industry, for example, unavoidably
affect the structure of their surroundings.
Ironically, these ordering processes often
compete with the notion of a "natural"
order in which such human activities seem
—
or are deemed—invasive. By recording inter-
actions between natural and man-made
subjects, artists may encourage consideration
of our relationship with the environment in
addition to evoking the tension between our
ideas of order and disorder.
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Aaron Siskind, Appui Antica, Rome, 1967
© 1967 by Aaron Siskind, courtesy of
the Aaron Siskind Foundation
In Aaron Siskind's Appia Antica, Rome,
two ancient Roman statues, suggesting the
complex order of civilization, confront the
inevitability of decay. Taut ridges of drapery
and precisely measured proportions, indicat-
ing definite human notions of structure and
beauty, are eroded by the elements. The cul-
ture and control that produced the sculp-
tures dissolve as the marble figures battle
the effects of lichens and rain. Siskind
accentuates the tension between the sculpted
figures and the processes that engulf them
by intensifying the darkness of the image.
The ambiguous black background sur-
rounds the gray figures, forecasting their
gradual return to an undifferentiated envi-
ronment.
Interactions between humans and their
surroundings are often much more immedi-
ate. In Dicembre, a photograph by Mario
Giacomelli, plowed linear furrows and leaf-
like patterns of snow simultaneously config-
ure the landscape. Stark black and white
shapes flatten the perspective of the scene,
inviting a formal analysis of the image. Two
systems of organization emerge, one we
might term mechanical and the other organ-
ic, or (for the chaos scientist) "fractal"—
a
term denoting intricate, orderly patterns
within nature. In our minds the linear and
fractal—bearing associations of man and
nature, respectively—struggle for priority,
each system of organization undoubtedly
chaotic compared to the other. That
Giacomelli delights in exploring this dynam-
ic between humans and their surroundings
is unquestioned; he is known to have
plowed designs in fields before photograph-
ing them from his airplane.
In Gold Mine, Arizona, Frederick
Sommer objectively details the presence of a
mining operation in an Arizona landscape.
Yet, because of the ambiguity of scale, only
upon contemplation does one realize the
interaction depicted between man and
nature. From a distance, we recognize in the
11
Mano Giacomelli, Dicemhre, 1955-56
© 1955-56 by Mano Giacomelli
mining operation orderly, even beautiful, .
arrangements of earth amidst a chaotic con-
glomeration of dirt and rocks. The hnearity
of the mine taihngs appeals, reflecting a cer-
tainty of purpose inapparent elsewhere in
the scene. Paradoxically, the effects of such
industry can also be seen as disruptive to
the visual integrity of the landscape; geolog-
ic and organic patterns are inevitably com-
promised as the earth is excavated. Seen in
this light, the mine becomes a blight upon
the lanscape rather than a gem in its midst.
Consequently, interpretation of the image is
perched precariously between shifting defin-
itions of order and disorder.
Although our perceptions of order and
disorder—and the distinction between
them—have become increasingly complex
and ambiguous, there can be little doubt
that artists and scientists, as well as
philosophers, will continue to probe the
tension between the two. The works in this
exhibition incorporate aspects both of




sense of meaning in an impassive universe.
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1. Jose Bedia
Cuban, b. 1959
Cyclon vs Rayo, 1994
etching, aquatint, and chine colle
(sheet) 37.9 x 75.9 cm (14 15/16 x 29 7/8 inches)
(image) 22.4 x 55.2 cm (8 13/16 x 21 3/4 inches)





Poupee with Caned Chair Seat, c. 1935
hand-colored gelatin silver print
(sheet) 17.7 x 15.0 cm (6 15/16 x 5 7/8 inches)
(image) 14.4 x 14.2 cm (5 5/8 x 5 9/16 inches)




American, b. Panama, 1951
From the Pace to Pace series, 1985
etching with rolled tone
(sheet) 29.5 x 28.6 cm (11 5/8 x 11 1/4 inches)
(image) 11.2 x 9.8 cm (4 3/8 x 3 7/8 inches)




American, b. Panama, 1951
From the Pace to Pace series, 1985
etching with rolled tone
(sheet) 29.5 x 28.2 cm (11 5/8 x 11 1/8 inches)
(image) 11.2 x 9.8 cm (4 3/8 x 3 7/8 inches)




American, b. Panama, 1951
From the Pace to Pace series, 1985
etching with rolled tone
(sheet) 29.8 x 28.6 cm (11 3/4 x 11 1/4 inches)
(image) 11.2 x 9.8 cm (4 3/8 x 3 7/8 inches)





Untitled (How to make a Rainbow), 1972
lithograph and screen print with varnish stencil
(sheet) 49.2 x 39.1 cm (19 3/8 x 15 3/8 inches)
(image) 36.5 x 27.6 cm (14 3/8 x 10 7/8 inches)





P.ilcltc. Pedestal ill). 1 99
1
spithitc and hardgrountl ctcliing
(sheet) 94.0 x 68.5 cm (37 x 27 inches)
(image) 60.5 x 50.5 cm (23 13/16 x 20 inches)
.Museum piuxhasc and aiioin iiious gift
1991.83
8. Em.kn Garvi ns
American, b. 1955
Workiiifi sketch: Olhiqiie Birds, 1 992
gelatin silver prints, tape, blue and bl.ick ink
(sheet and images) 10.1 x 30.0 cm (4x11 ~/(S inches)
Lent by the artist





(sheet and image) 40.2 x 2S.9 cm (15 3/4 x 1 1 3/8
inches)
Gilt of Mr. Russell j. Moore
1978.3
10. Eva Hi ssK
American, 1936-1970
Untitled, 1964
watercolor, colored inks, and collage on paper
(sheet) 49.8 x 64.7 cm (19 5/8 x 25 1/2 inches)
Museum purchase, George Otis Hamlin Fund
1995. IS
* 1 1 . jAsi'KR Johns
American, b. 1 930
Numeral S from the portfolio 0-9, 1975
soft-ground etching with lift-ground aquatint and
open-bite
(sheet) 21.2 X 15.5 cm (8 5/16 x 6 1/8 mches)
(Ullage) 6.4 x 5.4 cm (2 1/2 x 2 1/8 inches)
Ciift of Alex Katz
1984.17
M2. Bakio l i Va
American, b. 1941
"Tii/o" - Glass & Felt & Alum, 1967-68
black and orange felt-tip pen, graphite and blue
pencil on graph paper
(sheet) 21.4 x 27.8 cm (8 7/16 x 10 15/16 mches)
Museum purchase, Lloyd O. and Marjorie Strong
Goulter Fund
1986.51
13. Soi Li Wrn
American, b. 1928
Lilies and Color. Straight, Not Straight & Broken
Lines Using All Combinations of Black, White,
Yellotv, Red, & Blue for Lines & Intervals, 1 977
silkscreen
(sheet) 76.3 x 76.3 cm (30 x 30 inches)
Museimi purchase, Elizabeth B. G. Hamlin Fund
1979.1
14. Hl NRI Ml( HAUX
Belgian, 1899-1984
Untitled. I960
India ink on paper
(sheet) 74.8 x 108.2 cm (29 7/16 n 42 1/2 inches)
Gift of William H. Alexander
r>SS.42. 10
* 15. Am I AKDo Mori i i '~ I
American, b. Cuba, I^MS
Water Pouring Out <>/ a Pot. l'-)92
gelatin silver print
(sheet) 60.9 x 50.5 cm (24 \ 19 "/S inches)
(image) 57.1 x 45.6 cm (22 1/2 x 17 7/8 inches)
Museum purchase, Helen Johnson Chase Fund
1993.2
16. Josi lUA Ni us 1 1 IN
Israeli, b. Poland, 1^40
In/ury. Sleep, and Warmth. 1973
tissue paper, carbon paper, colored pencil, and
graphite
(sheet) 17.5 x 21.6 cm (6 7/8 x 8 1/2 inches)




Israeli, b. Poland, 1940
Fractal, 1974
white paper and carbon paper
(sheet) 17.0 x 21.6 cm (6 5/8 x 8 1/2 inches)




Israeli, b. Poland, 1940
Autonomous Engraving, 1 974
black carbon paper and tissue
(sheet) 16.9 x 21.7 cm (6 5/8 x 8 1/2 inches)
Museum purchase, Lloyd O. and Marjorie Strong
Coulter Fund
1989.39
1 9. Cl AKS Ol DKNBURG
American, b. 1929
Lipstick Ascending on Caterpillar Track, 1972
lithograph
(sheet) 76.2 x 59.3 cm (30 x 23 3/8 inches)
(image) 48.2 x 36.0 cm (19 x 14 3/16 inches)






(sheet) 21.6 x 28.0 cm (8 1/2x11 inches)
(image) 20.7 x 25.6 cm (8 1/8 x 10 1/16 inches)






Cow Tongue, Knife, and Spoon, 1992-93
oil on panel
(panel) 50.7 x 61.0 cm (20 x 24 inches)
Lent by the artist
22. Man Ray (Emmanuel Radensky)
American, 1890-1976
Space Wrttmg (Self-Portrait), 1935
gelatin silver print
(sheet and image) 8.2 x 5.9 cm
(3 1/16 X 2 5/16 inches)
Museum purchase, Lloyd O. and Marjorie Strong
Coulter Fund
1987.15
23. Edward Joseph Ruscha
AND Mason Douglas Williams
American, b. 1937 and 1938
Double Standard, 1969
screenprint
(sheet) 65.3 x 101.4 cm (25 11/16 x 39 15/16 inches)
(image) 49.9 x 93.9 cm (19 9/16 x 36 15/16 mches)





Appia Antica, Rome, 1967
gelatin silver print
(sheet) 56.0 x 65.5 cm (22 x 25 3/4 inches)
(image) 39.0 x 49.0 cm (15 3/8 x 19 1/4 inches)
Gift of David R Becker '70
1991.60
*25. Frederick Sommer
American, b. Italy, 1905
Gold Mine, Arizona, 1943
gelatin silver print
(mount) 30.4 x 35.6 cm (12 x 14 inches)
(sheet and image) 19.4 x 24.5 cm
(7 5/8 x 9 9/16 inches)






(sheet and image) 1 1.9 x 16.8 cm
(4 11/16 X 6 5/8 inches)







(sheet) 48.8 x 38.2 cm (19 3/16 x 15 1/16 inches)
(image) 30.3 x 22.8 cm (11 15/16x9 inches)
Museum purchase, George Otis Hamlin Fund
1988.18
28. Robert Van Vranken '82
American, b. 1960
Untitled (Waiting for Odysseus), 1995
mixed media
(image with frame) 155 x 126.4 cm






(mount) 45.6 x 38.2 cm (17 15/16 x 15 inches)
(sheet) 34.6 x 26.2 cm (13 5/8 x 10 5/16 inches)




Under a Northern Sky, 1992
oil on canvas
(canvas) 137.2 x 121.9 cm (54 x 48 inches)




Now Here's That Blame Treaty, 1983
soft ground etching, aquatint, and drypoint
(sheet) 131.3 x 106.8 cm (51 11/16 x 42 inches)
(image) 113.2 x 91.1 cm (44 9/16 x 35 7/8 inches)




Frederick Sommer, Gold Mine, Arizona, 1943
© 1943 by Frederick Sommer
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Some innate impulse makes humankind strive to
understand the regularities in nature, to seek
the laws behind the wayward complexities of the
universe, to bring order out of chaos.
Ian Stewart
Bowdoin College Museum of Art
Brunswick, Maine
